The bordism ring MUt{CPa>) is central to the theory of formal groups as applied by D. Quillen, J. F. Adams, and others recently to complex cobordism. In the present paper, rings Et(CPm) are considered, where E is an oriented ring spectrum, R=7rt(£), andpR=0
1. Introduction. Let E he an associative, commutative ring spectrum with unit, with R=n*E. Then E determines a generalized homology theory £* and a generalized cohomology theory E* (as in G. W. Whitehead [5] ). Following J. F. Adams [1] (and using his notation throughout), assume that E is oriented in the following sense :
There is given an element x e £*(CPX) such that £*(S2) is a free Rmodule on i*(x), where i:S2=CP1-+CP00 is the inclusion.
(The Thom-Milnor spectrum MU which yields complex bordism theory and cobordism theory satisfies these hypotheses and is of seminal interest.) By a spectral sequence argument and general nonsense, Adams shows:
(1.1) E*(CP ) is the graded ring of formal power series /?
2) The map m:E*(CPc°)^E*(CPa' xCPx) induced by the group multiplication on CP00 =K(Z, 2) gives F^CT"") and E*(CPX) the structure of commutative, cocommutative Hopf algebras over R. [January Condition (1.3) is precisely the statement that m is a formal product and that (E*(CPoe), m) is a formal group. Recent work by Quillen [3] and others has indicated the great strength of formal group techniques in studying complex bordism and cobordism. It therefore seems reasonable to attain to a very firm grasp on the Hopf algebra E^CP00), which is central to bordism applications. Let ( , ):E*(CPc°)®E*(CPa')--R be the Kronecker pairing. There are unique elements ßn e E^CF™) such that (x% ßn)=bln. Adams proves:
( (
The remaining open problem is the expression of the algebra structure of E*(CPX) in some reasonable way. This would be of some conceptual interest, and it would also be of practical interest, for example, in the computation of E*(K(Z, 3)) via the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence with E2=ToxE^Cp^)(R, R).
Our approach to the problem is via restriction to 2. Hopf algebras of prime characteristic. Henceforth assume that pR=0 for a fixed prime p. (For example, one could take E to be the spectrum corresponding to the theory MU*( ; Z"), where Z" is the field of p elements.) The proof of the Main Theorem is simple and purely algebraic, resting upon a decomposition theorem for Hopf algebras of the type E*(CP™) which is stated below and proved in [4] . We now present the algebraic setting for .1) is not satisfied.
